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Abstract  
There are presented our considerations related to the problems resulting in the process of 
implementation of the new curricula suggested by the New Math Reform in education as well as some 
results obtained in the framework of our research project “Implementation of the innovation strategies 
in order to attend the educational programs in Mathematics for different terminal areas at the Faculty 
of Sciences”, supported by the Research Department of Sciences at the Morelos State University”. 

The activities designed reflect the efficiency of our approach for the students who had no opportunity 
to obtain the proper previous knowledge. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The long way from the study of geometric objects toward the composition 
of their transformations  

The New Math revolution can be dated to 1959, when on the Conference, organized by the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, there was promoted a reform on the 
content and methodology of secondary math education. 

Perhaps, it is not so well known that  the German mathematician Felix Klein had already initiated the 
reform in mathematical education in 1908, 26 years after his announcement of the famous Erlangen 
Program based on the investigations of the  Norwegian mathematician Sophus Lie as well  proposed 
earlier by other mathematicians (Cayley, Poncellet, Chasles). Let us follow the historic development of 
the ideas about the geometry and calculus around 1830 (one century before another enterprise of the 
young mathematicians in France, now known as Bourbaki group). 

Felix Klein and Sophus Lie, being students, were not satisfied with the curriculum, as far as 
mathematics and its foundations was concerned, although the courses follow rigor imposed by K. 
Weirstrass and by G. Cauchy. Thus they followed their own vision of mathematics related to 
transformations in geometry and their functional interpretations in algebraic form. This line of 
development of thoughts was initiated by Pier Fermat y Rene Descartes, the latter was looking for the 
universal methods and he was the first to introduce homogeneity with respect of the product of two 
numbers , which was considered before as a representation of a rectangle with the sides  and  
(he gave an interpretation of the proportion , using the theorem of Thales).  

The “reduction of Geometry to Algebra” by the Method of Descartes (published in 1637) gave rise to 
the period of the so-called Modern Mathematics. For example, the simple formula for coordinates of 
the point , which divides a segment  into two parts such that  (  --ratio of a division), 
dictates the necessity to permit  in order to establish the one-to one correspondence between 
values of  and points on a line, the directed segments, and to introduce the concept of the absolute 
points. 

Furthermore, the theoretical foundations of the Projective geometry, realized by Poncelle and M. 
Chasles revealed the importance of algebraic forms of semiotic registers, which permit manipulations 
of the equations so that the consequences may lead to new geometric interpretations.  

The natural question arises (posed by M. Chasles) that it should be necessary to find out in a similar 
form the pure geometric transformations analogous to those algebraic transformations and to study 
the corresponding properties of geometric entities [1]. 
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Moreover some algebraic forms inspired introduction of imaginary elements giving them pure 
geometric interpretations. Nevertheless this approach has not received an acceptance of some 
geometers [1] 

Finally, the system of transformations (equipped with a composition of invertible transformations) as a 
universal method in geometry has been announced in Erlangen Program (1872).   

Thus there was a long way from the geometry centered on figures, as entities which occupy some part 
of the space (or plane) (so-called intra-figural period due to the theory of Psychogenesis of J. Piaget) 
[1] toward the algebraic theory of the transformations of such geometric space configurations, which in 
turn gave rise to the far-going geometric generalizations, including the all types of non-Euclidean 
geometries, as well as the projective geometry. 

Thus the algebraic setting is considered as the most appropriate one to treat different aspects of 
space configurations; of the most importance is the set of invertible transformations that form a group, 
a construction which is considered as well as a mother- structure of the process of the cognition in 
general. 

The period of inclusion of transformations, as relations of relations, is titled as trans-figural. This level 
is preceded by the period of inter-figural relations between the figures studied during the intra-figural 
phase, which was proper to Euclidian geometry. 

Following the Commentary of Proclus, the Elements of Euclid’s, presented  the complete set of 
mathematical knowledges, which have been accumulated since Antiquity, putting them in order by 
means of an axiomatic approach, which (allowed) provided rigorous theoretic demonstrations to many 
geometric statements known by that time [1].   

The key problem due to criticism of Euclidian tractate was related to the question of movements 
(displacements of figures) applied implicitly (those never have been defined explicitly) in the process 
of deduction of the theorems, where there was required to establish the congruence of some plane 
figures. Such sort of logical inferences have been applied long ago (before) by Thales de Miletus, to 
whom there is attributed the very method of demonstration. Indeed it seems very convince to bend a 
triangle with the two equal edges along the median of the third edge (called a base) in order to 
observe the coincidence of the two angles of the base, as well as to visualize that median is also the 
bisector and the height. The reasons of Euclid’s were presented differently, as anyone interested may 
appreciate reading the Principles. Thales also made use of other movements (displacements): rotation 
by 180°, in order to prove equality of vertical angles, as well as parallel translations, to prove what we 
know as theorem of Thales.  

Only in XIX M. Chasles proved that any movement on a plane is either a rotation, or parallel 
translation or glide symmetry (although they were already  known to L. Euler). 

The importance of the concept of transformation took its final expression only in the Erlangen 
Program, stating a “geometry” as the theory of invariants under some certain group of transformations 
acting in space (or in the plane). Just to give an explicit example: under the group of all translations we 
have a geometry in which there is valid the theorem that states “two triangles with two corresponding 
sides “equal” (i.e., invariant under a translation) should be considered as equal”, but such theorem is 
not valid in Euclidian geometry. Moreover, under the group of affine transformations any two triangles 
are the same (because there exist a unique linear transformation which takes any three non-collinear 
points into other three non-collinear points). Which figures are left invariants? Those are conics (the 
figures expressed by the algebraic equations of the second order), and the invariants of the affine 
group are the proportions (say, the mid-point of a segment is the mid-point between the images of the 
end-point of the segment). 

The most large group of transformation is the group of projective transformations, which is more 
natural to human eye, where one is not able to distinguish between the conics (viewed as figures in 
intersection of a cone by different planes, known since Appollonio), nevertheless human-beings are 
capable to distinguish images of figures due to the only numerical invariant, the cross-ratio 
(surprisingly, known already to Pappus and even included in Euclidian Tractate). “The anarmonic 
relation”, named by M. Chasles, as the invariant of the system of projective relations, had played the 
very important role in geometry of XIX.  
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1.2 Some reflections about the inevitability of the New Math Revolution and 
its implications to Curriculum based on the foundations of the cognition 
due to Psychogenesis 

The consequences for the case of our interest related to the algebraization of geometry consist in the 
fact that the further development of geometry, beyond the Euclidean one) was not possible without the 
intervention of algebraic relations that express the characteristic properties of the configurations and 
permit their comparisons (relation between the objects). 

J. Dieudonné, in [2] explains the reasons of abandonment of Euclidean geometry by stating that “the 
humans have the integrated 3dim laboratory (innate) that allows to reconstruct easily all the geometric 
constructions from ones of linear algebra that are equivalent to the initial geometric sources. 

L. Piaget and R. García [1] works with the relation between the history of geometrical knowledge and 
psychogenesis. They point out that the mechanisms of transit from a historical period to the next are 
analogous to those of the passage from a psychogenetic stadium to other.  That affirmation allowed us 
to consider the pertinence of organization and to putting an order in the educative contents in 
accordance to the historical sequence in the development of scientific knowledge.  

In the case of achieving the geometrical knowledge, the contents of the curriculum should be 
organized following the historical sequence that the humans followed to construct the scientific 
knowledge. 

L. Piaget and R. García in [1] proposed a process of a very general nature: it consists of the sequence 
such that it should start in the analyses of the objects (intra-object), it continues to the study of 
relations and transformations (inter-object) and it closed the process with the construction of the 
structures (trans-object). That process can be observed in the historical process that it was described 
in the previous introduction.  

We found that historical elements allow us to identify several contributions that support our 
supposition. First, the arising of structuralism in diverse knowledge and culture fields (philosophy, 
literature, ethnology, linguistics, psychology, and mathematics).  But definitively, the most relevant 
field to the teaching of mathematics was pedagogy. Particularly, Piaget´s contributions about the 
mental structures that, Nicolas Bourbaki had discussed in its article "The structure of Mathematics" [3] 
and somehow he influenced the reform the New Math.  

Both trends made possible a long process of curriculum change about mathematical content, it started 
in 1959 and concluded in 1970 [1]. 

According to Anna Serpinska. 
“Bourbaki´s influence on this movement was particularly evident in the underlying mathematical 
philosophy of the choices and in the organization of the mathematical content of the new curricula. 
The goal was to build mathematical knowledge from the earliest classes, starting even in preschool, 
as an enormous, unified structure built on general concepts like sets, orders, relations, and groups [5] 

Whatever the cause and extent of their failure, the various reforms of the New Math revolution were 
abandoned towards the end of the 1970s. Following New Math was a counter-reform, leading to much 
less ambitious curricula. Traditional geometry was reintroduced, superfluous formalism was 
abandoned, calculations were reemphasized. 

But today’s curriculums are also questioned. They seem less coherent, not as well constructed. 

“The abandonment of geometry, or more precisely its algebrization was one of the main targets of the 
complaints. Another was the excessive formalism and abstraction on New Maths [5]. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Thus the reform was based on the fundamental structures common to cognitive process and to 
mathematics. Nevertheless the implementation of new curricula in classroom and textbooks was 
rather slow. There were some objections concerned to the formalism and abstraction of New Math 
with which there were no connection to reality and that the set theoretical algebra does not teach 
students to reason because the geometry was abandoned in favor of its algebraization. Nevertheless 
the reform was adopted in majority of the countries because the curricula bear a certain coherence 
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reflecting the ideas of Erlangen Program proposed in 1982. Klein restated his proposal in a single 
terse sentence: "Given a manifold, and a transformation group acting on it, to study its invariants.'' 

An analysis of the problems arisen in the process of its implementation is still far from being 
satisfactory. Any evaluations to be made properly need some theoretical tools and should be based on 
some theoretical background. The principal trajectories which characterize the pertinence of teaching 
practice according to Onto Semiotic Approach (OSA) are treated in [4]. In our opinion the 
mathematical didactics should not be limited only to description, it should indicate improving the 
orchestration and development of study processes [4]. Our educational project is based on our 
experience to teach analytic geometry using the advantages of linear algebra according to the Jean 
Dieudonné´ proposal [2]: it allows all the development of “elementary geometry” to be set forth quite 
impeccably and even effortlessly”, because the nature has provided us with a ready-made 
“demarcation line” in endowing us with geometric intuition for spaces of these dimensions. [2]  (just 
because the case of linear space in dimension 4, as the space of matrices 2x2, is described perfectly 
by the new axiomatic system, in spite of lack of any geometric interpretation!). 

To evaluate the pertinence of the mathematical instruction process in teaching Geometry and to 
determine guidelines for improving the design of this process we propose such mathematical practices 
and interactions which are most appropriate to achieve the main objectives of the course. 

As well, In OSA it is considered that the analysis of educational practice is an important part of the 
professional development because it permits reflection on the various issues that condition the 
teaching and learning processes [4]. 

Due to the complexity of these processes some theoretical tools should be applied to facilitate the 
evaluation of the efficiency of our own practice. 

Such sort of evaluations to be made properly need some theoretical tools and should be based on 
some theoretical background, although this does not exclude the possibility of carrying out a partial 
evaluation of the suitability of a study process. 

The principal trajectories which characterize the efficiency of teaching practice according to OSA are 
treated in [4]. In general, the authors of OSA prefer to select a list of processes that can be considered 
important in mathematical activity, rather than formalize the definition. 

We agree with OSA that mathematical didactics should not be limited to mere description, but should 
aspire to improving the orchestration and development of study processes [4]. 

Since there is a need for criteria of suitability or appropriateness that permits evaluation of the 
improving process carried out and “guide” their improvement, we have found that the theoretical 
construction in [4] provide such an evaluative perspective. 

The proposal described in this paper is based on the theory of Ontosemiotic Approach, and 
specifically considers the notion of didactic pertinence (suitability) which means to provide a set of 
original and significant elements that would need to be taken into account in an instructional design to 
guide the process of teaching geometry and linear algebra at the university level. 

A set of four activities is proposed for the development of a university course in order to approximate 
the student to abstract concepts of algebra (vector, linear combination, transformation, matrix) through 
intuitive considerations.  

The proposal considers two components of didactic pertinence: epistemic and cognitive. 

Through the epistemic pertinence there is pretended to achieve a diversity of interconnected 
meanings of the various primary mathematical objects (situation-problem, language, concepts, 
properties, procedure and arguments) as well as the performance of some cognitive processes of 
students (argumentation, idealization, representation, etc.) that form part of the mathematical activity, 
so that these meanings would more adequate to the institutional perspective. 

Meanwhile in the cognitive pertinence, the aim is to take into account students' previous geometrical 
intuitive knowledge so that the abstract concepts of algebra taught at the university level can be 
understood within the framework of the so-called potential student development zone in the sense of 
Vygotsky. 
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3 RESULTS 
There has been suggested some innovations developed within  the framework of our research project 
“Implementation of the innovation strategies in order to attend the educational programs in 
Mathematics for different terminal areas at the Faculty of Sciences”, supported by the Research 
Department of Sciences at the Morelos State University”. In our opinion the mathematical didactics 
should not be limited only to description, it should indicate improving the orchestration and 
development of study processes [4]. The New Math is characterized by another axiomatic system, free 
of the presence of empirical experiences (unit of measurement, construction of right angle), with  the 
benefits that the geometric objects as points, straight lines, planes etc., can be given reasonable 
definitions, in contrast with the Euclidean system.  

Nowadays the Linear Algebra course is the basic mathematics course for many specialties, and it 
starts with the axiomatic definition of linear space, therefore a student is supposed to assimilate the 
elements of a new axiomatic system which form this definition. In such sort of processes (of 
assimilation) students (a person) have to select, transform, adapt and incorporate tales elements into 
their own cognition structures, that requires at same time a construction, adaptation, reconstruction 
and transformation of these structures [1]. 

We give a brief description of how the geometric objects, such as, vectors, transformations, 
orthogonality, areas of parallelograms, vectors-product, and planes, emerge from the algebraic 
constructions, at the same time giving a geometric interpretation to algebraic constructions. 

3.1 To restore the geometry from linear algebra: Description of our strategy 
following the ideas of J. Dieudonné 

We propose various geometric interpretations of mathematical models which involves linear 
equations, so that students, without previous fundamental knowledge, could be able to develop 
gradually the geometric intuition and visualization of two and three dimensional geometry. 

3.1.1 The concept of vector in a Cartesian plane 
We start with linear equations to introduce the correspondence between Cartesian coordinates of 
points and components of vectors, because the previous knowledge of students with respect to 
systems of two linear equations in two unknowns are supposed to be active since the secondary level. 

Given a system of two linear equations in two unknowns, represented in the form , we 

suggest to interpret the pairs of the coefficients  and   as the Cartesian coordinates of 

the corresponding points, named  and , since the students are also familiar with the Cartesian 
plane,  

Thus the system takes the form of relation between vectors: . Setting  
one obtains the low of the sum of two vectors:  , where the coordinates of the point ,  

 are the sums of corresponding coordinates of the points  and  Other justifications of the 
summation of arrows may be related to the resulting forces in physics, or to the sum of velocities. 

We follow J. Dieudonné’ proposal to introduce the concepts intuitively or as result of some 
experiments in a Euclidian plane: for example, the addition of vectors and multiplication by a scalar 
are not extremely abstract and it is not so difficult to illustrate them using graphic representations, 
because the nature provided us with an laboratory, where we are able to familiarize with the particular 
cases which lead to those that are, in essence, more abstract and can be assimilated later on in more 
general forms.  

3.1.2 Geometric interpretation of linear combinations of vectors in 2d 
Thus the initial linear system of equations with respect of two unknowns can be written as 

, or in the vector form = , which provides the significance of the most 
importance concept of linear combination.  

Using such representation there can be designed many activities in accordance with The above 
proposal of J. Dieudonné, which may help visualize these linear combinations for different values of 

®
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coefficients: for example, the terminal points of the resulting vectors for the values of , and  the 

segment  run through all points of the parallelogram with the sides formed by the vectors , 

due to the parallelogram law for the sum of two non collinear vectors. In turn, when the vector  is 
given then the sides of the parallelogram can be found by the Cramer’ formulas, under the condition 
imposed on the coefficients of the system, expressed in the terms of the determinant (which is just 
another exercise of algebraic nature). At that moment one passes from algebraic relations between 
coefficients which guaranties the unique solution, to the geometric meaning of vanishing determinant: 

the algebraic proportion establishes that vectors are collinear, in other words they are linearly 
dependent. Thus the case corresponds to the linear independence of the vectors 

, .Therefore given any vector , considered as a diagonal of the parallelogram, whose sides are 
parallel to two linearly independent directions,  determines uniquely the sides of that parallelogram. 

This provides an interpretation of the most difficult part of a new axiomatic system with respect of the 
notions of dimension, base, linear independence and coordinates of any vector with respect to the 
base announced as an axiom. 

3.1.3 The Main Situation-Problem: Interpretation of systems of two linear equations as 
linear transformations. 

The main topic in the Linear algebra course is concerned to the so-called linear transformations and it 
intimately connected to the geometry of real world. 

We propose that that students should construct this concept starting from the well known  semiotic 
register of the system of two linear equations with two variables but at this moment we suggest 

another interpretation:   express the coordinate of arbitrary vector in the plane and 

 represents the coordinates of the transformed vector. 

The series of exercises, allow to observe, that the pairs of coefficients   and  now obtain 
another meaning, namely: they are Cartesian coordinates of the vectors to which the initial 
coordinates vectors have been transformed.  

Problem situation: To decompose the matrix of a linear transformation into three fundamental 
components. 

We may interpret the matrix of coefficient as a table which indicates the change of orthonormal 

Cartesian base , to the new base  of their images, which must be linearly independent. 

Next step is of exploratory nature, with the crucial question: Can we realize another transformation so 
that these images would also orthogonal?  

Here one needs the axiom of orthogonality. Thus we should appeal to the Pythagorean Theorem as 
previous knowledge  and to conclude the condition of the orthogonality can be  expressed 

algebraically: it is obvious that ,   

Then for the vector    we have   

. 

If we wish the vectors , to be perpendicular there should be  

Further steps are rather routine and leads to the relations of new pair of image vectors expressed as 

, where   , is orthogonal to , where   can be calculated using our condition of 
orthogonality expressed by means of coordinates. 
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Applying once more the matrix interpretation, we see that matrix transformation from the initial 
orthonormal base to this new orthogonal base is precisely the product of our initial matrix by one which 
is triangular. Following the discursive practices one may easily continue the transformations of bases 
so that there appear two more matrices one is diagonal (making the second pair orthonormal, and 
another is orthogonal, which relates any two pair of orthonormal vectors).  

The crucial result is that any matrix which represent given transformation, is a product of three: 
triangular, diagonal and orthogonal one.  

Thus in order to visualize a linear transformation it is sufficient to decompose the matrix according to 
our procedure and to visualize the geometric meaning of each component. There should be paid much 
attention to the interpretation of transformation expressed by a triangular matrix, which is known as 
transvection or shear. 

3.2 Groups of Transformations in Euclidian and Affine plane in accordance 
with the Erlangen Program.  

Traditional examples to facilitate the comprehension of linear transformations is to construct the 
simplest motions on plane, which form transformation groups in Euclidean space, that preserve 
distances between the corresponding points. 

Of great importance is to perform the constructions with pencil and paper, which reveal 

that the compositions of symmetries with respect to parallel axes produce a translation meanwhile with 
respect to two intersecting lines gives a rotation.  

After practices in diagrammatic representations of three fundamental Euclidian transformations it 
possible to draw figures under other types of transformations which do not that preserve distances, so 
called affine transformations.   

It should be noted the special guiding is needed to help in corresponding analytic representations of 
the transformations. Especially when students have to realize the composition of two different types of 
transformations expressed in coordinates, and express the result geometrically. 

It turns out, that trying to extend their practice to general case needs matrix representation.  

Here students are encourage to produce matrix representations and corresponding algebraic 
operations and further they are recommended to compare the corresponding semiotic representations 

with those used in the literature: , or in the shorter form    . 

Also the questions of corresponding invariants should be discussed according to our presentation in 
introduction. 

3.2.1 Additional considerations 
All what has been developed here can be applied for teaching students who had no opportunity to 
obtain the proper knowledge at their school level mathematical education.  

The aim is to accompany students to discover the most important concepts:  determinant, inverse 
matrix, change of base, linear composition, independence, vector product, areas and volumes, linear 
transformations, different kinds of matrices, the trace of a matrix, etc.. 

For example, the area of parallelogram can be obtained starting with the formula learned at school for 
the area of a triangle, then, realizing direct calculation and simplification, as the result we see that the 
final expression is just the square of the determinant whose entries are the coordinates of the vectors 
–sides of the parallelogram. 

and it is easy to see that the absolute value of the determinant  

represents the area  of the parallelogram corresponding to values x=1, y=1. Now students may 
explore different cases, say x=3, y=1; x=1,y=2, x=3, y=2, etc, to visualize the additive properties of the 
area, especially useful for the students with the lack of elementary knowledge of similarity of triangles 
(i.e. they should  produce images that accompany the mathematical ideas employed). 
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The same problems for 3-dimensional case have been elaborated, where, as a result of computational 
practice, the new mathematical object will emerge, known as vector product.  

For example, what is geometric interpretation of 

 ? 

 Students know that an equation  in a Cartesian plane represents a line.  

Here we employ all the machinery developed previously which permits to establish perpendicularity of 
a certain vectors, which expresses the property of a plane in a space. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
To evaluate the pertinence of the mathematical instruction process in teaching Geometry and Linear 
Algebra and to determine guidelines for improving the design of this process we propose such 
mathematical practices and interactions which are most appropriate to achieve the main objectives of 
the course. We focus on interactions of the theoretical ideas and operational practices which lead to 
better comprehension of algebraic constructions through corresponding geometric interpretations. The 
series of tasks designed to facilitate “institutional cognition” by means of directed instructions to 
develop deeper level of “Personal cognition” involving the sort of problems with visualization and 
construction. Recent publications in Mathematics Educations demonstrate interest to the processes 
which permit articulate different parts of mathematics as well as mathematics with the extra 
mathematics reality, that are related directly to the complexity of the processes of teaching and 
learning. It should be noted that it is of great importance to take into account the lack of due 
preparations of the students nowadays, nevertheless it is possible to achieve the institutional level by 
activating their intuitive geometric abilities.  
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